
Aleksandr Kalashnikov 

Summary
I am an experienced Senior Product Designer with 7+ 
years of experience launching mobile apps, complex 
web services, and websites for startups and cultural 
institutions. I am passionate about creating products 
that improve our lives and enjoy working on graphic 
design side projects in my free time. In addition to my 
design skills, I am also skilled in team management and 
have experience mentoring and growing junior 
designers. I am confident in my ability to lead and 
manage design teams and developers to deliver high-
quality and innovative solutions.

Skills
Main: Product Design, UX/UI Design, User Flows, 
Usability Testing, Visual Design, Wireframes & 
Prototypes; Responsive Design, User Research and 
Personas, Web Accessibility. Management: Process 
Management, Process Optimisation, Product Strategy; 
Tools: Figma, Sketch, Illustrator, After Effects, Sketch 
Up, HTML5 / CSS3, Webflow

Work Experience

DataMilk

DataMilk is an tool that 
autonomously optimizes e-
Commerce websites with new UI/UX 
elements and AI-driven content 
relevance.

Lead Product Designer
> Led the designing and development of Smart Components (DataMilk’s UI/
UX elements) and thereby delivered monthly sales increase to 

’ by 7% on average 

> Led the design and development of  in a team of  
creating a unique branding style and working on the lead generation 

> Led the entire marketing design contributing to increase in client base 
(from 3 to 15 over the period) and raising our valuation before the next 
investment round, making $1.5M in revenue. 

> Ramped up monthly leads production from the website traffic by 10% with 
the industry-relevant content and technology demonstration

> Optimized the process of preparing personalized sales decks reducing 
designer time from 1 day to 30 minutes and hence increased daily sales 
capacity from 2 to 10 personalized demos per sales manager  

> Optimized the sales deck content after live-viewed demos and content 
analysis, improving demo-to-proposal conversion by 18% in the sales 
pipeline

DataMilk 
enterprise clients

the corporate website

V–A–C Foundation and GES-2

V–A–C is an international 
contemporary art organisation that 
holds  in 
London, Milan, New York and 
Moscow, and  designed by 

 

international events

GES-2
Renzo Piano

Head of UX/UI Design 
> Led the development of the V–A–C’s  of 4,000 pages 
that encompasses the Foundation, GES-2 (Moscow venue), and Zattere 
(Venice venue), leading a team of 6 developers and managing the project’s 
roadmap.  

> Led the development of V–A–C’s weekly , within 1 
month, an emergency project aimed at surviving through the 1st Covid 
quarantine and boosting the audience before the launch of the GES-2 
space.  

> Successfully cooperated in digitalizing the graphics with the iconic 
graphic design studio, , the authors of the Foundation's 
branding.

> Successfully executed the project and the launch of the new website in 
time for the opening of , securing all pre-opening 
promotion activities and increasing the daily traffic from 500 to 5,000 visitors 
vs the old website.    

> Added value and attracted additional target audience through featuring at 
design recognition and awards sites. 

> Improved website’s metrics: 10x daily visitors, 3x newsletter subscribers.

> Implemented web accessibility through color contrasts and fonts as per 
accessibility guidelines.    

> Maintained the tradition of the Foundation in creating objects of utility as 
the objects of art.

new main website

web magazine, “Sreda"

Experimental Jetset

the GES-2 space
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Tochka Bank

The world's first fully online bank for 
entrepreneurs with a client base of 
over 600 000 clients

Senior Product Designer
> Developed Tochka XS app, an application for registering freelancers with 
the tax authorities and automatically paying taxes.

> Reduced the load on customer support by 45% during customer 
onboarding by optimizing and improving usability of the flow, making doc 
loading and verification transparent and thereby reducing clients’ anxiety or 
the need to apply for support to check on statuses. 

> Optimized customer support load on reporting deadlines by initiating a tax 
calendar notification system to send clients tax event alerts requesting to 
take action required at the beginning of the period, thus spreading the load 
on support.   

> Improved the flow and UX of statement and certificate issuance and 
increased self-inquiries by 27% and hence reduced the number of support 
applies.

Osome

Osome a UK fintech startup that 
offers online accounting services for 
small and medium businesses.

Product Designer
> Led the development of the first version of the  and  apps and 
the web version, the company’s core products, allowing it to secure enough 
clients in time for the seed round to raise $3M. 

> Introduced a system of universal design elements for all desktop, iOS, and 
Android device modifications.

> Developed a dashboard, which shows client’s recent activity and provides 
guidance on handling papers.

> Improved the UX of the chatbot (one of the main product’s features, that 
was an innovation at the time as the technology was at its early stage then) 
by introducing editable widgets and transparent system of statuses.

> Led iOS and Android developers, built the process in Jira and led 2 middle 
designers

iOS Android

Urbica Design

An urban design company founded 
by Yandex’s Lead of the Self-Driving 
Cars Project 

UI Designer
> Designed , a big data visualization project that 
allows appraising the volumes of the massive GULAG history at a glance, 
and quickly dive into any point in history and collect detailed information in a 
user-friendly way. The map received 

> Successfully executed responsive design for the GULAG map ensuring 
quality look on both personal devices and large LED touch screens at 
exhibitions and in the museum building. 

> Created the Urbica’s main website that was later featured at 

, a prominent site for the state-of-the-art websites 

> Designed and managed IOS and Android App development for 
WalkStreets, a city life app that created an influx of new clients to the 
creative studio.  

the GULAG Interactive Map

Kantar ‘Information is Beautiful’ Award 
2018


brutalistwebsites.com

Design recognition

> Godly Website

> The Essential Design

> Visuelle

> Klikkentheke

> Mind Sparkle Mag

> Admire the Web

> Brutalist Websites

> Kantar ‘Information is Beautiful’ Award 2018

> Awwwards

> CSS Light

> Web Guru Awards

> CSS Reel
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